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GOTY 14 is doing great at the Anna Hart School of the Arts--her dancing idol Jackie Sanchez even

invites her to go on tour! GOTY 2014 jumps on board, but she quickly finds that the traveling show

has its challenges, not the least of which is bossy Renata who was invited to come, too. When the

dance show suddenly starts falling apart, GOTY 2014 tries to help Jackie pull it back together--and

begins to learn more about a mentor who encouraged Jackie to dance as a young girl. As GOTY

taps into her talents to try to save the show, she not only discovers who inspired Jackie, but also

how she, herself, can inspire those around her.
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If you like or love dance then this is for you! It has a heartwarming story about Isabelle! She goes

and bes a great sport with Renata being rude and Jade not wanting to be in the benefits from Jackie

and them getting in a fight! But in the end she finds a way no one is fighting and life is good for

Isabelle and her family,friends,and her! Plus she and Renata are friends now! The story is going to

be a big hit and if it is not I will be super surprised! I recommend to anyone who loves dance!

I liked this book so much! It has such a happy ending! I really like how Isabelle and Renata become



friends! You should really read this book! It's the perfect finale for the Isabelle stories of American

Girl!

Isabelle goes to a special Dance school. She loves to make her own costumes but soon develops

self doubt but finds a way to over come this. I also enjoyed the little real life stories in the back of the

book. My friend's daughter really wanted Isabelle for her birthday, so I got her started on these

books and she's enjoying them as well...working her way up to earning the doll.

Although it was short the book was actually really good for being in a trilogy as well as being an

American girl novel.

I really really like this book because it teaches you wherever you are you can really shoot for the

stars and when you dance let others feel your joy and inspire others this is a really nice book so l

think you should get it.

My granddaughter could hardly wait to get this book to complete the 3 book collection of Isabelle.

She loves ballet so she loves reading about Isabelle and her adventures as a ballet artist.

Laurence Yep is a very experienced writer. I highly recommend his books to you. Isabelle believes

in herself and tries very hard to engage and entertain the audience that she performed for.

5 starsThe book made feel like wow if that happen to me I wonder what I would do it also it

understand the pictures by the book's word's I love the publisher's pictures.
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